Intern Pharmacists – Expressions of Interest
Are you ready to advance your pharmacy career? TerryWhite Chemmart is seeking
expressions of interest from passionate and motivated Intern Pharmacists for positions
across multiple TerryWhite Chemmart locations.
If you are aiming to provide quality patient care and be an integral part of the health care
team, an intern position at TerryWhite Chemmart is for you.

Why TerryWhite Chemmart?
As Australia’s largest pharmacy brand, TerryWhite Chemmart is positioned to provide
patients with easier access to pharmacists, expert health advice and quality. Our mission to
become Australia’s Favourite Pharmacy means we continue to grow and improve each
pharmacy to stand out as the Favourite Pharmacy in their Local Community. And stand out
we have, with multi award winning pharmacies within TerryWhite Chemmart bringing
quality services unique to their community, with each year improving on the year before.
A role with TerryWhite Chemmart sets you on a pathway to advancing your practice and
your career. Our industry leading Masterclass events support our pharmacists to
continuously fine tune and improve their skills. With a team of over 2500 outstanding
pharmacists across the country, you will have countless opportunities to network and find
mentors across a multitude of areas of practice and locations.

What does an Intern Pharmacist do?
Interns are integral to the success of our pharmacies and many have been the driving force
behind pioneering new areas of practice. From a professional practice perspective our
interns hit the ground running with Australia’s most extensive pharmacy immunisation
service, with many interns (in eligible states) vaccinating patients from the very start of the
season. This is just the beginning, with our interns able to provide comprehensive
medication management and be proficient in pharmacy systems by the time they register.
We see the intern year as the start of an advancing career pathway, whether that be in
clinical primary care pharmacy, pharmacy management or ownership.

To apply
We’d love to hear from you! Visit - https://www.terrywhitechemmart.com.au/internpharmacists/ to apply. You will be required to submit your resume, your top 2 preferences
of job location and when you can commence.

